












 




















 





 





          
          
He is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal orientedHe is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal orientedHe is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal orientedHe is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal orientedHe is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal orientedHe is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal orientedHe is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal orientedHe is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal orientedHe is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal orientedHe is always focused when he has job to do and is very much goal oriented

                    
          
He gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his dayHe gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his dayHe gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his dayHe gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his dayHe gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his dayHe gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his dayHe gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his dayHe gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his dayHe gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his dayHe gets ticked easily and can lose his temper which could ruin his day

                    
          
He sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions throughHe sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions throughHe sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions throughHe sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions throughHe sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions throughHe sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions throughHe sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions throughHe sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions throughHe sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions throughHe sometimes acts impulsively and does not think his decisions through

                    
          
He is very generous and compassionate with othersHe is very generous and compassionate with othersHe is very generous and compassionate with othersHe is very generous and compassionate with othersHe is very generous and compassionate with othersHe is very generous and compassionate with othersHe is very generous and compassionate with othersHe is very generous and compassionate with othersHe is very generous and compassionate with othersHe is very generous and compassionate with others

                    
          
He prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friendsHe prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friendsHe prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friendsHe prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friendsHe prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friendsHe prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friendsHe prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friendsHe prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friendsHe prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friendsHe prefers to be lonely that to be in a room full of friends

                    
          
He appreciates true friendship and is very loyalHe appreciates true friendship and is very loyalHe appreciates true friendship and is very loyalHe appreciates true friendship and is very loyalHe appreciates true friendship and is very loyalHe appreciates true friendship and is very loyalHe appreciates true friendship and is very loyalHe appreciates true friendship and is very loyalHe appreciates true friendship and is very loyalHe appreciates true friendship and is very loyal

                    
          
He is very patient when he is goal orientedHe is very patient when he is goal orientedHe is very patient when he is goal orientedHe is very patient when he is goal orientedHe is very patient when he is goal orientedHe is very patient when he is goal orientedHe is very patient when he is goal orientedHe is very patient when he is goal orientedHe is very patient when he is goal orientedHe is very patient when he is goal oriented

She is always smiling and joyfulShe is always smiling and joyfulShe is always smiling and joyfulShe is always smiling and joyfulShe is always smiling and joyfulShe is always smiling and joyfulShe is always smiling and joyfulShe is always smiling and joyfulShe is always smiling and joyfulShe is always smiling and joyful
                    

She is easily approachableShe is easily approachableShe is easily approachableShe is easily approachableShe is easily approachableShe is easily approachableShe is easily approachableShe is easily approachableShe is easily approachableShe is easily approachable
                    

She is tolerant and a likes to plan everythingShe is tolerant and a likes to plan everythingShe is tolerant and a likes to plan everythingShe is tolerant and a likes to plan everythingShe is tolerant and a likes to plan everythingShe is tolerant and a likes to plan everythingShe is tolerant and a likes to plan everythingShe is tolerant and a likes to plan everythingShe is tolerant and a likes to plan everythingShe is tolerant and a likes to plan everything
                    

She forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be aroundShe forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be aroundShe forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be aroundShe forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be aroundShe forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be aroundShe forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be aroundShe forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be aroundShe forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be aroundShe forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be aroundShe forgives and forgets easily and is very easy to be around
                    

She however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach aShe however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach aShe however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach aShe however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach aShe however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach aShe however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach aShe however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach aShe however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach aShe however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach aShe however has trouble deciding and usually seeks help when she is struggling to reach a          
decisiondecisiondecisiondecisiondecisiondecisiondecisiondecisiondecisiondecision

                    
She is impatient when and wants things to be done her wayShe is impatient when and wants things to be done her wayShe is impatient when and wants things to be done her wayShe is impatient when and wants things to be done her wayShe is impatient when and wants things to be done her wayShe is impatient when and wants things to be done her wayShe is impatient when and wants things to be done her wayShe is impatient when and wants things to be done her wayShe is impatient when and wants things to be done her wayShe is impatient when and wants things to be done her way

                    
She is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likesShe is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likesShe is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likesShe is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likesShe is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likesShe is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likesShe is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likesShe is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likesShe is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likesShe is a perfectionist when it comes to things that she likes

          

          
I am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of otherI am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of otherI am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of otherI am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of otherI am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of otherI am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of otherI am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of otherI am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of otherI am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of otherI am a highly sociable person that enjoy the company of other          
people people people people people people people people people people 

                    
          
i am always smiling and make other persons feel at easei am always smiling and make other persons feel at easei am always smiling and make other persons feel at easei am always smiling and make other persons feel at easei am always smiling and make other persons feel at easei am always smiling and make other persons feel at easei am always smiling and make other persons feel at easei am always smiling and make other persons feel at easei am always smiling and make other persons feel at easei am always smiling and make other persons feel at ease

                    
          
I am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and likeI am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and likeI am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and likeI am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and likeI am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and likeI am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and likeI am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and likeI am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and likeI am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and likeI am energetic most of the time, i like exercising regularly and like          
all outdoor activitiesall outdoor activitiesall outdoor activitiesall outdoor activitiesall outdoor activitiesall outdoor activitiesall outdoor activitiesall outdoor activitiesall outdoor activitiesall outdoor activities

                    
          
I am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the storyI am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the storyI am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the storyI am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the storyI am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the storyI am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the storyI am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the storyI am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the storyI am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the storyI am not judgmental and tend to listen to both sides of the story          
before giving my opinionbefore giving my opinionbefore giving my opinionbefore giving my opinionbefore giving my opinionbefore giving my opinionbefore giving my opinionbefore giving my opinionbefore giving my opinionbefore giving my opinion

                    
          
I have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive atI have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive atI have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive atI have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive atI have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive atI have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive atI have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive atI have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive atI have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive atI have trouble making up my mind and am usually not assertive at          
allallallallallallallallallall

I am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friendsI am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friendsI am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friendsI am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friendsI am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friendsI am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friendsI am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friendsI am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friendsI am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friendsI am de�nitely and introvert and don't like to interact with any friends          
outside of workoutside of workoutside of workoutside of workoutside of workoutside of workoutside of workoutside of workoutside of workoutside of work

                    
          
I always use logic and rarely follow my intuitionI always use logic and rarely follow my intuitionI always use logic and rarely follow my intuitionI always use logic and rarely follow my intuitionI always use logic and rarely follow my intuitionI always use logic and rarely follow my intuitionI always use logic and rarely follow my intuitionI always use logic and rarely follow my intuitionI always use logic and rarely follow my intuitionI always use logic and rarely follow my intuition

          I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.I consider thinking to be an essential part of approaching problems.
                    

          
I am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion aboutI am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion aboutI am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion aboutI am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion aboutI am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion aboutI am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion aboutI am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion aboutI am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion aboutI am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion aboutI am a very judgmental person and i usually form a strong opinion about          
someone brie�y after meeting themsomeone brie�y after meeting themsomeone brie�y after meeting themsomeone brie�y after meeting themsomeone brie�y after meeting themsomeone brie�y after meeting themsomeone brie�y after meeting themsomeone brie�y after meeting themsomeone brie�y after meeting themsomeone brie�y after meeting them

                    
          
I usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feelI usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feelI usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feelI usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feelI usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feelI usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feelI usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feelI usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feelI usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feelI usually am quick in taking decisions and rarely change my mind or feel          
remorseful about any decision i make.remorseful about any decision i make.remorseful about any decision i make.remorseful about any decision i make.remorseful about any decision i make.remorseful about any decision i make.remorseful about any decision i make.remorseful about any decision i make.remorseful about any decision i make.remorseful about any decision i make.

          

Extraverted 90%Extraverted 90%Extraverted 90%Extraverted 90%Extraverted 90%Extraverted 90%Extraverted 90%Extraverted 90%Extraverted 90%Extraverted 90%
          Energy 77%Energy 77%Energy 77%Energy 77%Energy 77%Energy 77%Energy 77%Energy 77%Energy 77%Energy 77%

          Nature 51%Nature 51%Nature 51%Nature 51%Nature 51%Nature 51%Nature 51%Nature 51%Nature 51%Nature 51%
          Judging 61%Judging 61%Judging 61%Judging 61%Judging 61%Judging 61%Judging 61%Judging 61%Judging 61%Judging 61%
          Assertive 90%Assertive 90%Assertive 90%Assertive 90%Assertive 90%Assertive 90%Assertive 90%Assertive 90%Assertive 90%Assertive 90%

                    
Role: SentinelRole: SentinelRole: SentinelRole: SentinelRole: SentinelRole: SentinelRole: SentinelRole: SentinelRole: SentinelRole: Sentinel

          Strategy: People masteryStrategy: People masteryStrategy: People masteryStrategy: People masteryStrategy: People masteryStrategy: People masteryStrategy: People masteryStrategy: People masteryStrategy: People masteryStrategy: People mastery
          

Introverted 71%Introverted 71%Introverted 71%Introverted 71%Introverted 71%Introverted 71%Introverted 71%Introverted 71%Introverted 71%Introverted 71%
          Intuitive 59%Intuitive 59%Intuitive 59%Intuitive 59%Intuitive 59%Intuitive 59%Intuitive 59%Intuitive 59%Intuitive 59%Intuitive 59%

          Thinking 78%Thinking 78%Thinking 78%Thinking 78%Thinking 78%Thinking 78%Thinking 78%Thinking 78%Thinking 78%Thinking 78%
          Judging 63%Judging 63%Judging 63%Judging 63%Judging 63%Judging 63%Judging 63%Judging 63%Judging 63%Judging 63%

          Assertive 51%Assertive 51%Assertive 51%Assertive 51%Assertive 51%Assertive 51%Assertive 51%Assertive 51%Assertive 51%Assertive 51%
                    

Role: AnalystRole: AnalystRole: AnalystRole: AnalystRole: AnalystRole: AnalystRole: AnalystRole: AnalystRole: AnalystRole: Analyst
          Strategy: Con�dent Individualism Strategy: Con�dent Individualism Strategy: Con�dent Individualism Strategy: Con�dent Individualism Strategy: Con�dent Individualism Strategy: Con�dent Individualism Strategy: Con�dent Individualism Strategy: Con�dent Individualism Strategy: Con�dent Individualism Strategy: Con�dent Individualism 

          

30. The fact that there is no stress30. The fact that there is no stress30. The fact that there is no stress30. The fact that there is no stress30. The fact that there is no stress30. The fact that there is no stress30. The fact that there is no stress30. The fact that there is no stress30. The fact that there is no stress30. The fact that there is no stress
                    

31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare31.The fact that i am not learning about administration in healthcare
                    

32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed32. I would reduce the teaching about SL and increase the teaching about the material that we signed          
up for.up for.up for.up for.up for.up for.up for.up for.up for.up for.

                    
33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.33. I already know what is in store, and it looks bleak.

                    
34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.34. Already discussed the SL book, it is easy to read but has distracting bits that are useless.

                    
35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.35. Remove the prior students feedback or at least reduce them.

                    
36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.36. I thought it was lousy in forming an outline and i will never use it again.

                    
37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is37. The toulmin method is a nice method of deconstructing something but i don't think that this is          
something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.something new, it was already there but someone just gave it a name.

                    
38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off38. The thesis generator was very poor, it all depends on the information you put, so better off          
writing the thesis yourself.writing the thesis yourself.writing the thesis yourself.writing the thesis yourself.writing the thesis yourself.writing the thesis yourself.writing the thesis yourself.writing the thesis yourself.writing the thesis yourself.writing the thesis yourself.

                    
39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed39. I only read 2 chapters so far from the HC textbook, it was poorly written, material is condensed          
and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.and not clearly explained and it lacks a good �ow of ideas.

                    
40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.40. It is just another fancy name for a form to structure our ideas, it does not add much.

                    
41. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 3041. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 3041. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 3041. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 3041. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 3041. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 3041. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 3041. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 3041. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 3041. It is a ridiculous certi�cate that anybody can get, i completed the whole course for less than 30          
minutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised thatminutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised thatminutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised thatminutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised thatminutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised thatminutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised thatminutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised thatminutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised thatminutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised thatminutes and was surprised by how easy you can get certi�ed in something. I am still surprised that          
John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.John's Hopkins will put their name on the certi�cate.

                    
42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.42. No they are not a good idea. If it was not mandatory, i would not have taken it in a million years.          
It is better to focus on the topic of the course.It is better to focus on the topic of the course.It is better to focus on the topic of the course.It is better to focus on the topic of the course.It is better to focus on the topic of the course.It is better to focus on the topic of the course.It is better to focus on the topic of the course.It is better to focus on the topic of the course.It is better to focus on the topic of the course.It is better to focus on the topic of the course.

                    

27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.27. It's too much to have survey's every step of the way.
                    

28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.28. I would not read them, because i would have a clear and rigid program established from the start.
                    

29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't29. This is the �rst class with continuous feedback that i attend. I can understand the appeal but i don't          
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